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Faculty, staff
face parking
pass changes
BY SAMANTHA WRIGHT
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Students aren't the only ones bracing for the parking fee changes next
semester. Several alterations have
been made to parking for staff and faculty for the 2015-16 school year.
For a $655 fee, all full-time, eligible
faculty and staff are allowed to request
a reserved parking space on campus.
which is open for personal use during business days from 7:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. This was formerly only available to the administration, but after
requests, it has been opened to more
staff.
Jennifer Tougas, director of Parking
and Transportation Services, said PTS
tries to keep their prices comparable
to other Kentucky universities.
“Aside from the gated faculty/staff
and reserved faculty/staff, for those
two we were right in line with most of
the other institutions, but when you
look at premium and non-premium
parking in particular, we were well below and in the lower half of the institutional benchmarks of the Kentucky
institutions we looked at,” she said via
email.
PTS compared parking options and
costs for the 2014-15 school year with
24 other universities, including Northern Illinois University, University of
Louisville and the University of South
Alabama.
WKU used six other universities
that offered reserve parking for faculty and staff to generate ideas on
the new structure. WKU’s $655 fees
were above the average ($535) and
mean ($504) fees of those schools,
according to documents provided by
PTS.
WKU's non-premium parking pass
went from $95 to $100. The premium
parking pass went from $185 to $220.
The gated permit pass remained the
same at $400.
Only nine other universities offered
gated parking options for faculty and
staff. WKU’s $400 cost was above the
average ($391) and the median ($370)
All of the universities surveyed had
a non-premium parking option for
faculty and staff. WKU’s $95 fee was
below the average and median fees of
other universities.
For premium faculty and staff parking fees, WKU’s $185 fee was below the
average $249 cost and median $250

Chris Goodman, a junior speech pathology major, has organized a bone marrow drive
scheduled for April 20 to 22 and is encouraging other students to donate. Goodman
donated his bone marrow in October 2014 and is passionate about raising awareness for
donation. He hopes to meet his donee this coming October. EMILY KASK/HERALD

ONE
IN A MILLION
BY NICOLE ARES

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU Student to host bone marrow drive on campus

W

hen Chris Goodman first signed
up for the bone marrow drive
in April 2013, he knew that he
would be signing up for a procedural
cheek swab. He never imagined that he
would be saving an individual’s life.
Goodman, a WKU junior from Knoxville, Tennessee and swim team member,
defied the odds last fall by donating his

bone marrow to a woman in critical need.
“I know a little girl that I coached at my
summer league team at home who had
leukemia and a bone marrow transplant,
so I’ve always known about the process,
but had never followed through with it,”
explained Goodman.
Approximately four months after Goodman
SEE GOODMAN PAGE A2

SEE PARKING PAGE A3

Transfer, international students highlight spring enrollment
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
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Recently released enrollment numbers show that the number of people
enrolled at WKU has flatlined.
WKU's spring enrollment stands
at 18,445, according to a preliminary
report provided by the Office of Institutional Research. The preliminary
report stated enrollment was down
59 students, only 0.3 percent from last
spring.
Brian Meredith, chief enrollment and
graduation officer, said he felt good
about this spring's enrollment numbers, even though enrollment has been
"flat" when compared to last year.
The current figure puts WKU in third
place in enrollment compared to other
public universities in the state. University of Kentucky boasts more than
28,000 students, and the University of
Louisville comes in second with 22,300
students.

Due to the deadline for enrollment
falling on the Board of Regents committee meetings on March 27, the
enrollment number reported to the
Kentucky Council on Postsecondary
Education last Monday was 18,560 students. However, a more detailed final
enrollment report would not be available until later this year, Meredith said.
The net loss of 59 students means a
loss in budgetary funding for the university. In-state tuition, books, room
and board for 59 students means a
$938,000 loss to the university, using
the estimated cost of attendance for
2014-2015. Given those same figures,
a loss of 59 students for out-of-state
students equals a $1.8 million loss
to WKU. While this doesn’t seem like
much in terms of the university’s $392
million budget overall, the $1 million
to $2 million in loss could be redistributed given the fiscal plagues over the
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swabbed his cheek and ultimately forgot about the drive, he got an email entitled, “You’re a Match!”
There was a less than 1 percent
chance that Goodman would be a
match, according to the Delete Blood
Cancer Organization.
His bone marrow recipient was a
woman in her mid-50s with Multiple Myeloma Cancer. After three rescheduled appointments because
of the recipient's unstable health,

ENROLLMENT

Continued from front

last several years’ budgets.
Smaller sectors of the student population saw gains in enrollment. International student enrollment is at 1,404
students, a 168 (13.6 percent) student
increase from last spring, according to
the preliminary report. Meredith credited WKU's increased effort to reach
international students. For example,
there are methods dedicated to recruiting international students that involve working with students and governments abroad.
"We are investing in the students and
it's paying off," he said. "And if you follow that over the next year… I think
you're going to see the trend continue
to grow and go up."
Most of the 482 transfer students
that attend WKU come from a school
within the Kentucky Community and
Technical College System. WKU has
a joint admissions agreement with
seven of the 16 colleges, in which students can enroll in a KCTCS school
and then transfer to WKU to finish
their degree. Meredith said the joint
admissions agreement was a significant factor that helped bolster the 380
transfer students that attended last
spring.
“I think our joint admissions programs are now kicking in," he said.

CRIME REPORTS
APRIL 1-5
Police arrested and
charged Bowling Green
junior Tyler Adcock on April
4 for public alcohol intoxication on College Street.

APRIL 7, 2015
Goodman was finally able to undergo the marrow transplant in October
2014.
Goodman said he couldn’t put into
words the feeling he got from the
transplant.
“Usually everyone’s like, ‘oh I want to
be matched with a young kid who has
leukemia and a full life ahead of them,’
and that is awesome. But my mom is
in her 50s and so is this woman, so I
could potentially be giving someone’s
mother a chance at a longer life with
her loved ones.”
There’s a lot of speculation that the

"They've been in place long enough—
multiple years now. We've invested a
lot of time, human resource… into the
joint admissions programs."
Transfer students can range from
those already in the workforce wanting
to improve their skills, to veterans or to
students who come back to college after dropping out, said Sharon Hunter,
coordinator of College Readiness.
"There's no such thing as a typical
transfer student," she said.
Nontraditional student enrollment
is 2,885, which is a 5.9 percent or 180
student decrease from last spring.
Meredith said due to the economy improving, many older adults are going
back into the workforce. Hunter said
WKU will remind students about the
potential income a student can make
by completing their degree, but said
it's a problem many colleges are dealing with.
"We are not alone in the drop of nontraditional students," Hunter said.
In response to this, Meredith said
WKU will begin to develop "adult accelerated programs," which would allow nontraditional students to work
and take classes simultaneously.
Meredith said he feels WKU is heading in the right direction for future enrollment figures, due to exploring new
markets and keeping track of students
already enrolled.
"Full steam ahead," he said.

Go to wkuherald.com
to view an interactive
campus crime map

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

bone marrow procedure is extremely
painful, but Goodman said another
person’s life was well worth it, and it
wasn’t too painful at all.
Now, Goodman is giving back to
the cause by hosting a bone marrow drive on WKU’s campus. Since
college-aged and physically active
people are the best donors, he has
decided to place the drive in front of
the Preston Center.
The WKU bone marrow drive will be
held April 20 to 22. Goodman will host
on April 21 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
the blue courts.

“Every year, nearly 13,000 people
will need a bone marrow transplant
from an unrelated donor, but less
than half will get one,” according to
the Delete Blood Cancer Organization that Goodman has partnered
with.
Goodman said donating could provide that chance to one of the 13,000
people needing a transplant.
“I thought I would never have anything to do with the organization
again, just be on the registry until age
55,” Goodman said. “But now, it has
changed my life forever.”

Create
food for
TH OUGHT

Audrey Lewis, Senior
Hospitality Management Major
Frankfort, Kentucky

wku.edu/library
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Continued from front
cost of the four other universities
that had the options.
The last permit cost increase was
in 2008. Every year, PTS surveys how
parking spots are used to decide how
to allocate spaces for faculty and staff.
There have been several changes this
year to reflect this, such as moving faculty parking into Parking Structure 1.
Patricia Minter, associate professor of

APRIL 7, 2015
history, has qualms about the price raise.
“My concern about raising parking
fees is that the costs always impact
lower-income employees more than
higher income ones,” she said.
Money made from the permits will
go towards upgrades and construction.
For example, the gate equipment at the
Gated Regents lot will be replaced.
Tougas said PTS will also explore
adding areas where faculty and staff
can pay to use a parking spot for only
a specific time.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

OPINION

Editorial on Thursday: The staff
editorial will be published on
Thursday of this week instead of in
today's issue. Remember to submit
Letters to the Editor by going to
WKUHerald.com/opinion.

asga new
vision
for
wku
president elect outlines plans for next year
In the days ahead, Western Kentucky university-wide movement to emUniversity faces daunting challenges. power minority students and reflect
Our graduates are defaulting on their the diversity of our student body in
loan debts at a rate higher than most each of our institutions, including
other colleges in the United States. Student Government. We will work to
Disturbing expressions of racial re- build avenues through which ethnic
sentment have sparked conversations minorities and LGBTQ students can
that have swept campuses across the channel their voices and be a full and
nation. In an era of stagnant wages equal part of the WKU community. We
and middle class decline, affording can’t just talk about diversity. We have
college is increasingly out of reach for to act on it.
many families.
And we’re not stopping there. I want
The decisions we make now as the to increase opportunities for our stuleaders of this university will shape the dents to study abroad, especially those
lives of Hilltoppers for generawho fear they may never find
tions to come. We cannot afthe money to do so. I want to
ford to make the wrong ones.
expand our efforts to make
Last week, I was elected as
WKU more environmentally
the next president of the WKU
sustainable. I want to work
student body. I cannot express
with the local city government
how grateful I am, not only for
to maximize the attractions
the votes that I received, but for
that Bowling Green, as a colthe participation of students in
lege town, should have. I want
Richey
the democratic process in gento emphasize the importance
eral. That engagement will be SGA President of nontraditional and online
Elect
necessary for us to begin the
students as well as our regional
work of ensuring a better WKU
campuses. And that’s just the
experience for every student. And we tip of the iceberg.
have a lot of work to do.
All of this stems from my belief that
This fall, I will launch a new initia- government—yes, even Student Govtive called MyCampusToo. This will ernment—can play a positive role in
be more than a simple program or people’s lives. I believe that democratresolution. MyCampusToo will be a ic government is fundamentally a con-

tract between the community and its
leaders. As the students of WKU, you
have entrusted me to represent you. In
return, these are my promises:
I promise to work toward creating a
university environment where your
voice is valued and listened to, regardless of your race, gender, sexual orientation, or creed.
I promise to fight for the expansion of opportunities that will enrich
your education and empower you as
a citizen of an increasingly globalized
world.
I promise to work with the WKU administration when I can and stand my
ground when I cannot.
I promise to devote each and every
day of my term as president to ensuring that you have a better WKU experience.
I have no illusions about the challenges ahead. Government can be
trying and politics can be messy. But I
am confident that with your support,
we can not only revitalize Student
Government, but also renew its commitment to be the champion for the
students of this university. My hope
is unyielding only because my faith in
what we can accomplish is unyielding.
So let’s get started.
- Jay Todd Richey

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Higher Education: Save Us from Our Saviors
Higher education in the United it’s obvious we need to revisit our enStates is at a crossroads. Which is not tire selection process. Empowerment
all that surprising, since higher educa- works, if you can get the bureaucrats
tion in the United States has been at a and the checklist enthusiasts out of
crossroads as far back as I can remem- the way. Most rules are unnecessary
ber, which seems to get farther every and exist primarily to manage the
relatively small percentage of incomyear.
But contrary to the misguided de- petent people who should never have
crees of a few overzealous fear mon- been hired in the first place.
Only in higher education do
gers back in the 1980s, we were
we seem to confuse documennot a ‘nation at risk’ then nor
tation with accountability and/
are we a ‘nation at risk’ now.
or accomplishment. This menThe model worked extremetality has been creeping steadily well for over four hundred
ly upward in the academia for
years in this country. Why we
the last forty years and does
suddenly decided a generamore harm than good.
tion ago that it was in danger of
Then there are the microgoing off the rails continues to
Hughey
managers. These are the miselude me.
Professor,
guided control freaks who are
To the point: If we want to
dramatically improve effec- Counseling convinced God has provided
tiveness and efficiency in our and Student them with insights into reality
Affairs
that were obviously spared the
colleges and universities, and
rest of us. There are many ways
get back to what we should be
about in the academy, there are three to be successful; thinking that it has to
groups we need to eliminate immedi- be done “your way” is delusional and
ately: the gatekeepers, the microman- worse, egotistical. As Jim Collins, author
of ‘Good to Great’ accurately observed,
agers and the dictators.
First, let’s consider the gatekeepers. the moment you feel the need to tightly
If your job is to make sure others are manage someone, it should be self-evdoing what they were hired to do, then ident you’re the problem; you’ve obvi-

ously hired the wrong person.
Micromanagers kill individual initiative, destroy self-confidence, and
ultimately turn the workplace into a
morale-sapping living hell for everyone involved.
Finally, let’s consider the dictators.
These are the folks who have perfected
the ‘gatekeeper’ and the ‘micromanager’ roles by taking pretentiousness
to a whole new level (while providing Scott Adams tons of material for
his ‘Dilbert’ comic strip). No, it’s not
“strong leadership.” Its closer to what
Howard said abut Sheldon on “The
Big Bang Theory” when Raj referred to
him as a dictator: “That’s why I added
the ‘-tator.’”
The reality is some people just like
to tell other people what to do – even
though those ‘other people’ most
times know exactly what they are doing and are fully capable of doing it
quite well.
As far as I am concerned, the United
States remains the gold standard when
it comes to quality in the higher education. The only thing we really need
to be saved from is our self-appointed
saviors.
- Aaron Hughey

TWEETS FROM

THE HILL
@KayWat19: In other news, I just
walked all of the way to EBS only to
realize that the doors were locked.
Well played, WKU. Well played. — 5
Apr 2015
@ashleynhedges: Studying for
WKU's mpe and just came across
the line "Don't make the mistake
of thinking that 'infinitely-many'
means 'all'." #deepshitdude. — 5 Apr
2015
@kenziegrubbs16: New goal:
transform family into WKU fans. — 5
Apr 2015
@SheNeeds_Sheed: They was
lighting fireworks at WKU cause
Kentucky lost — 4 Apr 2015
@mandy_johnson: if you go to
wku and aren't following @sydneyadams15 right now, I feel sorry for
you — 4 Apr 2015
@candidlynisha: I wouldn't mind
having more girl friends from WKU.
Where y'all at??— 4 Apr 2015
@TnvolsBoy: WKU is so irrelevant
I bet there are some teams in conference USA that don't even know
who they are— 4 Apr 2015
@camlevis: Apparently I have no
state pride because I'm choosing
not to cheer for a university different then my own. #WKU — 4 Apr
2015
@KylePierceEC: Maybe I'm just different, but I am a fan FOR UK & WKU.
I've never been one of those root
AGAINST others fan. Shows an inferiority complex.— 4 Apr 2015
@sydneyadams15: Kanye west
new face of WKU basketball— 4 Apr
2015
@WKU_Hooks: Let's be real, free
speech isn't for everyone, Twitter is
a perfect example— 4 Apr 2015

NOW PLAYING

‘Furious 7’ has something for everybody
OPINION@
WKUHERALD.COM
The absurdity of
the “Fast and Furious” movies continues to skyrocket. In
an attempt to out-do
JACKSON all six of the series’
FRENCH previous films, “Furious 7” unleashes an
Now Playing: invigorating flurry of
Watch out for over-the-top action
what to watch. that is an absolute joy

to behold.
“Furious 7” has the ability to appeal
to two vastly different groups of people. If you just want to see car chases
and fight scenes but don’t care much
about sensible plots or believable action, this movie has you covered. If
you have more discerning tastes, “Furious 7” is equally amazing as a gold
mine for fans of picking stupid movies apart.
This movie has it all. A ridiculous
plot, copious shots of scantily-clad
women, bad dialogue, preposterous yet engaging action, clumsy
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product placement, a complete disregard for both logic and the laws of
physics—you name it. “Furious 7”
is content with giving its fans what
they want.
An inept storyline that bounces
from one location to the next ties everything together. Dominic Toretto
(Vin Diesel) and company are tasked
with stealing God’s Eye, a super-advanced surveillance device, but that
doesn’t really matter. It’s all about the
super-cars and crazy stunts. The action is intense and the motivation behind every decision and poorly con-

ceived plan is funny. Whether or not
the humor in the movie is idiotic, or
the indulgent plot is intentional, it’s
definitely real.
“Furious 7” works to appeal to the
most basic human sensibilities and
the effort pays off almost regardless
of who’s watching. Whether you’re
genuinely at the edge of your seat
when the bus Paul Walker is trapped
in is about to fall off a cliff or you’re
laughing when The Rock breaks out
of a cast by flexing his arm muscles,
there’s simply no chance of not enjoying this movie.
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HELP WANTED
Aqualand Pools
Now hiring for full time and part time retail clerk and
outside service positions. Chemistry/Biology experience
helpful but not required. Fun atmosphere. Great summer
job. Apply in person from 10-6 at
Aqualand Pools 1260 Campbell Lane, Bowling
Green, KY

FOR SALE
BUY-SELL-TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also: Comics, CDs, Toys, CCGs, RPGs, more!
The Great Escape Records & Comics
2945 Scottsville Rd. (Near Greenwood Mall)
615-782-8092
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

SUDOKU

START

ACROSS
1 Halloween
costume part
5 640 acres: Abbr.
9 Longtime
employee
14 Death Valley’s
is the lowest in
North Amer.
15 Mammoth
feature
16 China’s Zhou
__
17 “Dirty Jobs”
host Mike
18 County Kerry’s
isle
19 Deep chasm
20 *Manhattan
site of Strawberry
Fields
23 “So long”
24 Young horse
25 One from
Nairobi
27 Ultimate
conclusion
30 Made of oak,
e.g.
32 Small swallow
33 Pumps or clogs
35 Thin piece of
change
38 __ out a living
39 *Prepare for
printing
42 Guy’s partner
43 Bank (on)
45 Glue in a
hobbyist’s kit
46 “Let me think
... “
47 Utter madness
50 Michelangelo
masterpieces
52 Tallied, with
“up”

54 Group after
boomers
55 “How
relaxing!”
56 Process for
selecting theatrical
performers, and
a hint to the
first word of the
answers to starred
clues
62 Bit of luck
64 Place for koi
65 Prefix with
distant
66 Italian ball
game
67 Woodworking
tool
68 Put on a pouty
face
69 Filled (in), as a
comic strip
70 Frog’s kiddielit friend
71 Yard event
DOWN
1 Bygone Ford
division, for short
2 Sunburn soother
3 Stitched up
4 Complain
5 Furtive
6 Comforter to get
comfy in
7 Car sticker abbr.
8 Swedish
furniture chain
9 Didn’t hold
water
10 Having five
sharps, musically
11 *Untrustworthy,
as a business
12 Course that’s
good for one’s

GPA
13 Ascended
21 Barnyard perch
22 MGM rival
26 Homer’s nice
neighbor
27 Password
creator
28 High-speed
highway
29 *Word
processor error
finder
30 Teary-eyed
31 Bone, in Italian
34 Oil gp. with 12
member nations
36 Papa’s partner
37 Stately shade
trees
40 Paid out
41 Making, as a
knot
44 Big laugh
48 Did some

smooching
49 Aquafresh tube
letters
51 Overabundance
52 Talmud expert
53 Brother of
Moses
54 Tokyo shopping
district
57 Petty quarrel
58 Chore list
heading
59 Greenish-blue
60 Temporary
calm
61 Similar to
63 Unreturnable
serve

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD
SOLUTION

FINISH
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PHOTO

ONLY
PHOTOS BY
LEANORA BENKATO
Ten women flaunted their figures

pate and celebrate their size. The 2015

across the Downing Student Union stage,

pageant marks the eighth year for the

each hoping to win the title of “Miss

event. Contestants practiced constantly

Omega 2015.” The Miss Omega pageant
in the months prior to the event, each
welcomed hundreds of people on April 2
at the DSU auditorium. The pageant tai-

TOP: Between pageants sets, Louisville senior Michael Lewis strikes a pose on stage
in front of the cheering audience in the Downing Student Union Auditorium, Thursday, April 2.

MIDDLE LEFT: Louisville senior Chris Mills is doused in baby oil before the lingerie
portion of the Miss Omega pageant. Mills participated on stage as an member of
Omega Psi Phi, the fraternity hosting the event, Thursday, April 2.

MIDDLE RIGHT: Ayana "Yani" Taylor, Hopkinsville junior, prepares for the first act of
the Miss Omega pageant. Omega Psi Phi hosted the annual Miss Omega Pageant,
Thursday, April 2 at Downing Student Union. The pageant, which featured 10 contestants. It is intended to promote body positivity by celebrating fuller-figured women.

preparing competing in five categories:

lors to women sizes 12 and up, allowing

business, club, lingerie, talent and for-

women of different body types to partici-

malwear.

BOTTOM: During the lingerie portion of the Miss Omea pageant, Louisville senior
Michael Lewis lifts the hem of Erlanger sophomore Iesha Sanchez's robe to reveal
her contestant number in rhinestones on her leg, Thursday, April 2.
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LIFE

WHATEVER

FLOATS YOUR BOAT

‘Concrete Canoe: Yes it Floats!’
BY ANDREW HENDERSON

LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

W

hile some seniors
focus on term papers and capstone

projects, several students in WKU’s

team’s captains and said this is the

LIF@WKUHERALD.COM

—built with mixtures of cement, light-

team’s first time qualifying for nation-

weight aggregate and chemicals —

als since he joined.

Faculty and students will come to
discuss the inner workings of the
fashion advertising industry later this
week.
Two lectures will be presented:
“The Semiotics of Lingerie Advertising or Why Does that Model Look like
a Zombie?” by Helen Sterk, communication department head, and “The
Language of Fashion, Communication, Concept and the Runway Performance” by English student Jarred
Johnson.
Anthony Harkins, director of the pop
culture studies major, started the series in conjunction with the pop culture program during his first semester
as director in fall of 2010. The series
has continued each semester since
then.
“The goal, then and now, was to give
students and the broader community
a chance to learn about the wide variety of popular culture-related research
being conducted by faculty, scholars,
and students on campus,” he said.
Harkins chooses speakers based
on what he hears students and faculty are working on, and the speakers
choose their own topics and presentations.
Johnson, a junior from Somerset,
put together his lecture because he

combine athleticism and engineering
skills.

“It’s really competitive,” Jones said.
“We’re really excited to go to nation-

“It is our Super Bowl of civil engi-

als. Normally we always get second or

neering events,” Dettman, the James

trying to get concrete canoes to float.

D. Scott Professor of Civil Engineer-

Teams must construct their canoes

WKU’s concrete canoe team won

ing, said. “A lot of universities focus

to withstand multiple races, including

its division at the Ohio Valley Student

on it because of its unique nature. You

turns, Dettman said. Sprint races are

Conference last month, qualifying the

hear concrete canoe and you’re like

100 meters down and back. The en-

team for national events at Clemson

‘seriously?’”

durance trial begins with 600 meters

mer.

BY SAMANTHA WRIGHT

sor Matthew Dettman said. The boats

Department of Civil Engineering are

University in South Carolina this sum-

Pop culture
lecture series
an open forum
for community

Senior Dylan Jones, a civil engineering major from Berea, has been in-

third place.”

weaving between slalom buoys and
another 500 meters to paddle.

These unique canoeing teams have

volved with the team since his fresh-

The construction process is lengthy.

been around for decades, team spon-

man year. Jones served as one of the

SEE CANOE PAGE B2

Members of the WKU Concrete Canoe team carry their canoe, which weighs roughly 160 pounds, outside of the Engineering and Biological Sciences Building to be put on display, Monday, April 5. The team qualified for nationals after placing first
overall at the 2015 Ohio Valley Student Conference March 25 to 28. LUKE FRANKE/HERALD

SEE POP CULTURE PAGE B2

FIJI auctions off members with promise of dates
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
Ladies and gentlemen will be
offered the opportunity to purchase
something that isn’t being offered
anywhere else. The chance to go on a
date with one of 13 WKU Fiji members
is up for auction.
Shooter McGavinn, sophomore from
Franklin, will be serving as one of the
emcees for Tuesday night’s Date a
Fiji event. It will be held in Downing
Student Union Auditorium tonight.
McGavinn said the fraternity has
done this event once before, several
years ago, but are bringing it back with
new twists and features this year.
“Even if girls aren’t looking for a date,
it’s just a $2 entrance fee at the door,
and it will be a great time with plenty
of surprises throughout it,” McGavinn
said in an email.
One of the guys being auctioned off

is Lexington native and sophomore
Brent Harney. Harney said he was
excited to volunteer for the date
auction this year, and he hopes to find
out his true worth in monetary value.
“If I can manage to sell for at least the
price of a large pizza, let’s say $12.99, I’ll
be able to sleep well at night,” Harney
said in an email.
The proceeds from Date a Fiji
won’t go toward any one specific
philanthropy or cause, McGavinn
said. The event serves as the chapter’s
annual fundraiser. Harney said funds
would go to upkeep on the chapter
house and aiding in carrying out
normal chapter functions. McGavinn
said that as a smaller chapter it can
be financially demanding for them to
be as involved on campus and in the
community as they would like to be.
“This event is intended to give us more

SEE FIJI PAGE B2

Phi Gamma Delta fraternity members Peyton Rhea (from left), Drew Tingle, Jacob Hodges,
Daniel Aroh and Jamie Harverner are five of the 15 participants in the annual Fiji Date Auction. The fundraising event will take place,Today. in the Downing Student Union Auditorium.
HARRISON HILL/HERALD
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FIJI

Continued from LIFE
flexibility financially so that we can
continue to have strong participation,
supporting philanthropies across the
board,” McGavinn said.
McGavinn elaborated on what will
happen once the final bids are placed
and the guys are officially auctioned off.
He said they will have all of the dating
events prepared and the events will be
auctioned off simultaneously with the
guys who are being auctioned. He said
the guys have prepared dates they have
always thought would be great, and
whoever purchases them will be taken
on a that date within two weeks of the

CANOE

Continued from LIFE
A form must be built like an upside
down canoe out of wood and styrofoam, Dettman said. A concrete reinforcement goes around the form to set
up for two weeks.
The pouring process alone proved to
be the most strenuous and one of the
most important. Jones said pouring

auction.
“We’ll have hiking dates, kayaking dates,
horse riding dates, dates to concerts in
Nashville, etc.,” McGavinn said.
However, not all the men in Fiji
will be up for auction. Some already
have existing commitments or wish

to be spared from the wrath of their
girlfriends. Bowling Green native
and freshmen Enes Atici will be off
the auction to appease his girlfriend.
Atici said he understands why his
fellow fraternity brothers would put
themselves up for auction.

“They just want to get to know more
people on like a personal level I guess,
and it helps the fraternity raise money,”
Atici said.
While Atici isn’t directly participating,
he believes that his fellow pledge class
member Logan Reynolds, freshman
and Murfressboro, Tennessee native,
will auction off for the most money.
“He’s got that nice long hair, he’s tall,
he’s got a beard, he’s in FIJI and the
ladies love him,” Atici said.
Reynolds laughed in response to
Atici’s claim, and he said he’s unsure if
he would sell for the most.
“I think there’s a lot of competition—
a lot of great guys,” Reynolds said.

the mixture for the final canoe took 18
hours total.
“We have to pre batch the materials for the mix and on pour day we
mix it using an industrial-style cooking mixer,” he said. “Twelve of us
pour three layers of concrete on the
canoe. After it’s cured, we sand and
stain it.”
The pouring process averages about
15 to 20 hours and is crucial to the suc-

cess of the team.
“If you don’t pour it right, none of
your analysis actually matters,” Dettman said. “It’ll just fall apart.”
Making sure the canoe stays together isn’t the only responsibility
for engineers on the project. The canoe itself must follow strict length,
width and weight stipulations set
by the American Society of Civil
Engineers National Concrete Ca-

confident it would work.”
Dettman said seniors contribute a
majority of the design and construction.
“Since it’s mostly seniors and we
use it in our senior design course, it
really encompasses a lot of facets of
civil engineering,” he said. “It’s like
taking an engineering project from
conception to completion and us-

We’ll have hiking dates, kayaking dates, horse
riding dates, dates to concerts in Nashville, etc."
Shooter McGavinn,
Franklin Sophomore

We changed the whole canoe for the final pour…
Spending 18 hours for nothing is a fear, but we
were pretty confident it would work.”

Matthew Dettman,
Team Sponsor

noe Competition. Maximum width
is 36 inches, maximum length is 22
feet and other measurements vary
depending on style of the boat, according to the ASCE’s 2015 rules and
regulations.
Even despite the labor and precautions, the canoe could always fall
apart. Dettman said it’s not uncommon to see final canoes break apart
mid-race.
“We’ve seen some not make it
through to the finish line,” he said.
Jones noted the concerns are always
there.
“Our practice canoe fell apart when
we took it out to paddle,” Jones said.
“We changed the whole canoe for the
final pour… Spending 18 hours for
nothing is a fear, but we were pretty

ing the product and supporting and
proving what you did actually works.
It’s the ideal senior capstone process.”
Dettman said the biggest payoff
as an advisor is seeing the cooperation and collaboration between team
members.
“To see our kids successfully complete the course and do really well
brings a lot of pride,” he said.
Jones, who is graduating in May, said
he wants to continue concrete canoeing.
“It’s really fun and I enjoyed doing it
even though there’s a lot of work,” he
said. “I see myself helping other teams
in the future.”

POP CULTURE

is considered “beautiful” and “handsome,” how idealized images shape
people and the cultural constructions
of gender and sexuality. She believes
these talks will help people critically
analyze pop culture and the images it
promotes.

Continued from LIFE

enjoys literature and fashion, and was
interested in how they intersected.
He thinks pop culture is a worthwhile
thing to study and learn about.

My mom thinks I'm vain for watching ‘Keeping
Up with Kardashians."
Jarred Johnson,
Somerset Sophomore
“My mom thinks I'm vain for watching ‘Keeping Up with Kardashians,’”
he said in an email. “This lecture is
one example of how pop culture contains significance and how much it
says about our culture. And not just
that we're fame obsessed and material! We live in an exciting age when
celebrities are manufactured and
people get famous for making videos
on their phones. This isn't sad; it's fascinating!”
Sterk created her lecture because she
has always been fascinated by what

“As educated people, we need to
know what values are being promoted and how popular culture stories
work,” she said. “That way, we can
think critically about their meanings
and figure out how to promote better values, if we believe the ones they
promote are not healthy for people or
culture.”
The lectures will take place Wednesday, today from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at the
Faculty House. Refreshments will be
provided at this swipeable event.
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Continued from SPORTS
Junior outfielder Anderson Miller
also enjoyed a good day as he recorded
two hits, two RBI, three runs scored
and his eighth home run of the season.
Game three would prove to be a
much closer matchup as starting

KRAMER

Continued from SPORTs
-son of eligibility on the Hill, Kramer
has received multiple honors, including NCAA’s Active Career Leader
with 1,000 strikeouts, four-time C-

SOFTBALL

Continued from SPORTS
WKU pitched a total of 20 strikeouts
during the doubleheader with Kramer claiming 13 of them in all seven
innings of the first game. The starting pitcher for the second game was
Janna Scheff (ERA 3.39) followed by
freshmen Hannah Parker and Kelsey
Jernigan.
“I was really happy with the fan turnout. I wish we had had a little bit more
excitement between the lines,” Head
Coach Amy Tudor said after splitting
the first day. “Overall, I felt like we did
a decent job. I don’t know if we had
home jitters or what, but I felt like we
were a little flat.”
Game One (WKU 3-1 FAU)
Dani Pugh, Shawna Sadler, Carleigh
Chaumont and Brooke Holloway all
notched hits in the second inning. After Holloway hit a single and stole second, Sadler’s double brought Holloway
all the way home to score the first run
for WKU.
In the third, Larissa Franklin came
up to bat and nailed the ball out of the
park over right field.
In the fifth, with Franklin already
on first, Preslie Cruce hit the ball
putting herself on first, moving
Franklin to third with two outs on
the board. Lady Owl’s pitcher Samantha Messer walked Lexie Norfleet to first base.
During the sixth inning Florida Atlantic scored their one and only run due
to Emily Lochten’s hit that brought in
batter Christina Martinez. Martinez
was the only Lady Owl that was not
struck out by Kramer.
“Obviously their hitters have done
really well,” Kramer said. “I think we
did very well in the first game and
[our hitters] had timely hitting. It was
perfect.”

b3

pitchers for both teams combined to
allow only one run off six hits in their
respective starts.
Junior pitcher Austin King put together one the best starts of his Hilltopper career by striking out four and
only allowing three hits in six innings
of scoreless pitching.
After Church’s run to take the lead,

sophomore outfielder Hunter Wood get it done in double headers every
time.”
provided an insurance run in
Next game
The Hilltoppers will return
the tenth inning off a double
home
Tuesday night to face
which scored sophomore
friday, APRIL 10
the
Bowling
Green Hot Rods
outfielder Paul Murray and
6 p.m.
in an exhibition at Bowling
the final run of the game as
VS. southern miss
Green Ballpark before hostthe Hilltoppers won 3-1.
@ NICK DENES field
ing Southern Miss at Nick
“Double-headers are what
Denes Field next weekend.
we do,” Church said. “We

USA Pitcher of the Week, espnW’s
National Player of the Week and the
Louisville Slugger/NFCA National
Pitcher of the week.
Kramer will play with former
WKU softball player Olivia Watkins (NCAA Stolen Base Leader of

2014) on Rebellion this upcoming
year. Watkins signed with the team
in May of 2014 while Kramer was
drafted.
While being excited with what the
future holds, Kramer has remained
focused on her time as a Lady Top-

per.
“Oh it’s great,” Kramer said. “It’s a
great opportunity, but I mean, like for
everybody else, I have to think about
the here and the now and go on with
what I can do best for Western Kentucky right now.”

over the left field fence at the bottom of
the fifth inning to notch the win.
Other hits by WKU include one each
for Cruce, Franklin, Holloway and Kayti Hanson.
Kramer beat Saturday’s streak with 15
strikeouts in Sunday’s game. The Iowa
native allowed one walk and three hits
consisting of one single and two doubles for Florida Atlantic.

28 strikeouts on the weekend brings
the senior’s total to precisely 1,000
strikeouts for her collegiate career.
This Conference USA series is the
third for WKU— they have claimed all
of them.
The Lady Toppers will have another
home doubleheader today against
Murray State beginning at 4 p.m. The
game will be a red out.

Game Two (FAU 6-1WKU)
WKU started the second game in the
field with two back-to-back outs at first
base. Scheff got the start for the Lady
Toppers as they dropped game two 6-1.
“We’re glad that we won game one at
least. We wanted to win game two and
win the series,” Pugh said after game
two. “We’re going to plan, change our
mindset a little bit and come out and
beat them tomorrow.”
Scheff allowed two walks for Emily
Lochten and Melissa Martinez. With
two outs on the board and two runners on base, Coach Amy Tudor called
a timeout to give Scheff a pep talk.
At the bottom of the second Pugh was
given a walk by Florida Atlantic Pitcher
Kylee Hanson (ERA 1.99). Sadler hits
the ball, putting Pugh on second.
One error was made by WKU in the
fourth inning and Florida Atlantic
scored their first run of the game with
zero outs against them.
A double by Florida Atlantic’s Carnesha Thompson brought home two
players for a score of 3-0.
Parker entered the circle during the
sixth inning and struck out the first
batter. A second out was notched on
first base.
Florida Atlantic scored two more
runs due to a double by Lochten who
later made it home for a score of 6-0.
The pitcher for the Lady Owls ducked
quickly as Cruce drove the ball straight
over center field for a single.
The seventh and last inning consisted of a run scored for WKU.
Pugh (.280 avg) hit the ball over the fence
to score the only run scored for WKU.
Game Three (WKU 1-0 FAU)
Freshman Lexie Norfleet scored the
only run of the contest to win the series
for the Lady Toppers.
Norfleet’s first career home run sailed

Empire, Alabama senior Preslie Cruce swings to hit a pitch from Florida Atlantic
sophomore pitcher Kylee Hanson during WKU's double header versus FAU on Saturday, April 4. LEANORA BENKATO/HERALD
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Hilltoppers
defeat FAU
to win third
C-USA series
BY JOHN REECER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
After dropping the first game of last
weekend’s series in Ruston, Louisiana, the Hilltoppers (15-14) won both
games of their doubleheader on Saturday to bring their conference record
to 6-6.
The series got off to a nightmarish
start for WKU as Louisiana Tech (1315) defeated the Hilltoppers 20-1.
However, WKU tied the series up
with a 15-6 win in game two, and a 3-1
victory in game three behind senior
first baseman Ryan Church’s deciding
score in extra innings.
As senior shortstop Cody Wofford
lined out to third base, the Bulldog
third baseman threw to first base to
try and create a double play. Church
saw the opportunity and scored the
winning run as the Bulldog catcher
dropped the ball trying to tag Church
out.
“I knew I had to do something to
help this team win,” Church said. “I
had to do something to get one that
maybe we did not deserve to win because our offense was not good today.
I did my best to make something happen and the baseball gods were on my
side for sure.”
The wins on Saturday not only
nabbed the Hilltoppers the series, but
they also helped to put the 20-1 blowout behind them. The Bulldog’s 19 run
victory proved to be the worst conference lost in school history for the
WKU baseball program.
Louisiana Tech jumped on the Hilltoppers early as the Bulldogs scored
11 runs in the second and third innings. The Hilltoppers would go on to
give up season-highs in runs (20) and
hits (18) allowed.
However, WKU would out-hit the
Bulldogs 22-6 and outscore them
16-1 over the series' final 16 innings
to come back and claim their third CUSA series win.
After giving up season highs in runs
and hits the first game of the series,
the Hilltoppers scored a season-high
15 runs on a season-best 19 hits to
even the series in game two. Early mistakes caused the Bulldogs to jump out
to a 6-2 lead. Nevertheless, it was all
WKU as the Hilltoppers scored 13 unanswered runs and only allowed one
Bulldog hit over the final six innings to
win 15-6.
Church led the way for WKU, hitting
five RBI off four hits, both career highs.

SEE BASEBALL PAGE B3

West Burlington, Iowa senior Miranda Kramer winds up on the pitching mound during the softball double header against
Florida Atlantic, Saturday, April 4. LEANORA BENKATO/HERALD

THE BIG LEAGueS
Miranda Kramer drafted sixth
overall by Pennsylvania Rebellion

BY HUNTER FRINT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
WKU pitcher Miranda Kramer became the first player in
Lady Topper history to be drafted by a National Pro Fastpitch team when the senior transfer was drafted sixth by
the Pennsylvania Rebellion. Kramer was the Rebellion’s
first pick in the draft.
Kramer has been grabbing national attention in her inaugural season on the Hill, leading the nation in strikeouts
per seven innings with 13.8, sitting tied for first place in the
nation with seven shut.
“I’m really excited for Miranda,” senior teammate Dani
Pugh said. “She’s a great pitcher, and she really deserves it.”
In just 20 appearances (19 starts) as a Lady Topper, Kramer has tabbed a staggering 235 strikeouts, which puts her
third nationally and third in the WKU record books.
The left-handed pitcher places fourth in hits allowed per
seven innings with an average of 3.19, and her ERA of 1.06
placed her at 10th in the NCAA.
Head Coach Amy Tudor said she was expecting Kramer
to be drafted.
“It’s exciting, you know. I’m very proud of her and for her,”
Tudor said. “She’s a special player, and I couldn’t be happier.”
Kramer is from West Burlington, Iowa. She transfered
from Indiana University – Purdue University Fort Wayne

(IPFW) where she played her first three years.
A graduate of Burlington Community High School, she
had an overall record of 18-4 in her final high school season and ERA 0.80 after total of 149 innings. She tabbed 663
strikeouts over the course of her BCHS career.
As a freshman at IPFW, Kramer was named Summit
League Pitcher of the Week, on May 7, 2012, after setting a
new school record of 14 strikeouts in a single game against
South Dakota.
Kramer finished her freshman campaign with an overall
record of 16-5 with an ERA of 1.87. Four times that season,
Kramer struck out 10 or more batters in a row.
Kramer’s sophomore year she pitched 36 games, starting
31. The season consisted of a 22-10 record for her and an
ERA of 1.88 that ranked 4th in the Summit League.
Kramer notched 11 games worth of double-digit strikeouts and a season best of 16 strikeouts in a game against
Lipscomb in 2013.
In 2014 as a junior at IPFW Kramer started 32 of the 37
games that she threw and was named Summit League
Pitcher of the Year after being named Summit League
Pitcher of the Week six times.
She finished the year 20-10 and an ERA of 1.93 after pitching 202.2 innings. Kramer only allowed 132 hits with 18
double-digit strikeout performances.
As an interdisciplinary studies major in her senior sea-

SEE KRAMER PAGE B3
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Lady Tops claim
third C-USA series
BY HUNTER FRINT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
WKU (20-7, 7-2) and Florida Atlantic (26-12-1, 7-5) got their three-game
series off to a delayed start this weekend, due to weather conditions. The
Lady Toppers split Saturday’s action
before claiming the series with a win
on Sunday.
WKU took the first game in a 3-1
win, while Florida Atlantic pulled
ahead in the second game winning
6-1.
The tie breaking game of the series

ended on Easter Sunday with a score
of 1-0.
This three-game series was the
home opener for the Lady Toppers,
who have now had 14 game cancellations and multiple rescheduled
games.
“It was awesome,” senior pitcher
Miranda Kramer said of her first
home game as a Lady Topper. “I
mean I’ve never played a home game
on this field besides, obviously, in the
fall, so it was really exciting. We had a
lot of fans. It was great.”

SEE SOFTBALL PAGE B3

South Holland, Illinois senior Shawna Sadler reaches back to tag the base as Florida
Atlantic utility Emily Lochten trips over her after tagging her out during the game,
Saturday, April 4. LEANORA BENKATO/HERALD

